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Abstract
This thesis work concentrated on imperative historical content, extensive design research, and Microsoft HoloLens technology
(microsoft.com/en-us/hololens). Archival content and technology were brought together to effectively develop a viable
augmented environment in which to enrich archival experiences with the potential to be accessible by anyone, anywhere, at any
time. For the first time since the original exhibit installation in 1971, viewers can now visit the AIGA Exhibit,

The Communication of Knowledge (http://library.rit.edu/gda/designers/will-burtin). The exhibit presented a summary of
pioneering American graphic designer Will Burtin’s innovative design career which has now been regenerated in its original
scale and dimensions to demonstrate how physical archival content can be digitally replicated, presented, and experienced in an
augmented environment. Among the goals is to show how this digital technology can revive important historical design work and
enhance users’ experience interacting with the work and expand their comprehension of the material.
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Introduction
This document discusses Design Content, design research, and Augmented Form, technology, as separate, but cohesive aspects
within relevant areas of this documentation to clarify and differentiate among facets of content and technology. The document
conclusion interweaves both aspects into a unified final overview.

Design Content
“In the history of graphic design, Will Burtin (1908 –1972), is viewed as a pioneer of Information Design, that is shaping
complex content in a way that allows users to more easily access, retrieve, comprehend, and remember visually and verbally
presented information. He was also a major designer in the interpretation of science for the general public. In 1971, The

Communication of Knowledge exhibit (appendix image), was shown at the American Institute of Graphic Arts Gallery on 3rd
Avenue in New York City. If it is possible to summarize one’s professional career in one place at one time, Will Burtin
accomplished it in this exhibit. It was a major retrospective sharing of his seminal thinking and designing. Composed of 41
modular panels, the exhibit, in its totality, characterized Burtin’s work as “design for mass communication in the science era.” He
summarized the intent of this interpretative exhibit by writing, “It is an elementary function of design to penetrate isolation and
the often-convenient prejudices of specialization by inviting participation, by building on curiosity by making it easy for a reader
or viewer to unravel complexity and by rewarding him with new insight.” This exhibit presented its audience with such
opportunities. Looking across design schools in the world, Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT), is unique in having original
source design materials in its archives for use by students, faculty and researchers including the Will Burtin archives which
served as a major resource for this thesis. Primarily these archives contain the major career exemplars of the Modernist American
generation of designers, a rich source of artifacts for content needing interpretation.” (Remington, 2017)

Augmented Form
Early exploration of augmented reality can be traced to the 1960s and even as far back as the 1930s, but the technology had not
become generally available until recent years with the introduction of smart devices which vastly increased accessibility to the
general masses. The constant evolution of the augmented platform technology continues to progress at a dramatic rate. The
platform offers infinite opportunities for graphic designers to investigate, discover, and design future solutions in ways yet to be
revealed. The potential for developing new methods of mass communication exists. Humanity is entering an age of major
technological discoveries that will define how intelligent content is transferred and shared.

Thesis Statement
The rich and irreplaceable artifacts in the Cary Graphic Design Archive at RIT can benefit from the abundant possibilities that an
augmented environment can provide by integrating archival content and a cutting-edge technology. User-centered experiences
can be greatly enhanced in an immersive, interactive, and dynamic environment where experiences will be unfolded within a
virtual realm. This thesis will prove that the integration of archival content and Microsoft HoloLens technology defines a new
and distinctive realm for innovative design expression and expanded communication opportunities for educational experiences.

Context
Design Content
“In three-dimensional communications, the time for exploration, evaluation and memorization by a viewer should be conceived
of as the fourth dimension of design. Within this dimension not just an optical-auditory but a total physical experiencing process
takes place. There is little doubt that the acquisition of knowledge-called learning-by a viewer can evolve through threedimensional structures on so many sensory levels and contact points, occurring in real space and organized in depth, that
understanding the communication is accomplished almost as fast as the viewer moves along”. (Burtin, 1967, Dot Zero)
Comprehensive design research revealed Burtin’s original hand-drawn sketches for the panel content and two possible
sequential panel placements that the viewer would experience. Twelve months later this author located an AIGA exhibit
photograph (appendix) that showed the actual panel sequence, suspended panels hanging from the ceiling, and floorplan.
The Chart is Visual Knowledge exhibit panel signifies the translation of complex textual information into a simplified
visual language that the user can absorb and comprehend. The augmented form regeneration in this thesis does not attempt to
translate the content of the original Burtin exhibit. It is intended to determine, study, and define a new method for presenting
information in a visually augmented language within a dynamic environment for user-centered experiences.
The original physical The Communication of Knowledge exhibit, was last viewed nearly 50 years ago and has now
been regenerated to precise panel dimensions and floorplan specifications in an augmented user-centered experience.

Augmented Form
The increased accessibility of smart phones and tablets have brought Augmented Reality (AR) platforms to the general masses
and have fostered the capability to create new and distinctive augmented enhanced experiences within virtual environments.
Early perceptions of AR were rooted in the 1960s, though it was in the 2000s when smart devices drove augmented platform
technology to develop a user-centered experience based on visual, auditory, and kinetic senses. (Dieter, Hollerer, 2016).
A widespread array of development entities is rapidly designing and building cutting-edge wearable technologies with
augmented reality platforms such as Microsoft HoloLens and Meta (metavision.com) that have developed untethered humancomputer interaction (HCI) devices. Recent research illustrates future development in the area of augmented contact lenses
(spectrum.ieee.org/biomedical/bionics/augmented-reality-in-a-contact-lens), and there is future potential for melding of the
human brain and computer. (Papagiannis,72) Technology is evolving at an astronomical rate with more and more 2D content
being digitized for archival purposes. The United States Library of Congress currently holds more than 20 Terabytes of digital
content in its archives. (loc.gov)
To better understand distinctive augmented technologies, one must be familiar with the general difference between
various realities. Virtual Reality (VR); Oculus-Rift (oculus.com), Augmented Reality (AR); Aurasma (aurasma.com), Mixed
Reality (MR); Microsoft HoloLens, and Extended Reality (XR). Each defines a certain degree of digital visualization technology.
They can infuse digital information into partial or fully immersive environments, or seamlessly mesh physical and virtual realms.
VR is a 360° fully immersive, user-centered environment that displaces the user from the visual/physical world, and
places them within a visualized and auditory environment that is completely overwritten with digital content. The physical world
is entirely shrouded, which could potentially create an opportunity for a user to become disorientated and/or come to personal
harm. AR is more deeply immersed in, and connected to the real world. (Papagiannis, 2) AR can overlay digital content on a
smart device screen within a very defined and limited field of view, but unlike VR, the real world is visible at all times.
MR meshes digital information with the physical world where digitally created objects interact with the real world. For
example, a digital object thrown at a physical wall, appears to hit the wall and then falls to a real-world floor, hence an equal and
opposite reaction, physical-virtual dynamics occurs between the real and virtual realities. The HoloLens, MR, has the
functionality to interact with the physical world, but the context of this thesis concentrated on characteristics of an AR enhanced
environment. XR is an umbrella term used to include all digitally enhanced realms.
Microsoft HoloLens platform technology was selected by this author to research, design, build, and implement a series of
prototypes to support the thesis statement. In the context of this thesis, digital reality will specifically refer to AR.

Significance
Design Content
The visual communication accomplishments of Will Burtin included the translation of complex scientific information into
digestible content, the ability to make the invisible visible through the design and construction of three-dimensional, walkthrough model experiences that were assembled from multiple materials. It is through these visionary user-centered experiences
that he in essence anticipated multi-media design 30 years before it became a design medium. In the current digital era, Burtin
might have been an early pioneer of augmented realms for exhibits, museums, and education. In the context of this thesis,
translation pertains to the method of creating a digital user experience that translates the original content of Burtin’s exhibit.

Augmented Form
Many current museum augmented experiences significantly hinder the full potential of user experiences through the use of
handheld smart devices which can be awkward to hold while interacting with a limited field of view device. Technology takes the
forefront. The HoloLens wearable technology places the user at the center of their experience, while technology recedes into the
background, thus permitting the user complete freedom to explore visual, auditory, and interactivity within an untethered and
immersive environment. Visualizations are clear, crisp, legible, and readable.

Benefits
AR is in the early stages of design development for immersive experiences in the field of science, research, collaboration, the
arts, design, and education. In RIT’s Cary Graphic Design Archive, AR experiences could have the potential to preserve rare and
fragile artifacts by reducing exposure to harmful atmospheric conditions that could cause irreversible damage. Also, an
augmented experience could provide access to multiple layers of contextual content for researchers. Archival content accessible
via a virtual archive server could offer instant access to digital content for researchers when travel is not feasible or their work is
time sensitive. An app driven experience could be deployed in numerous open spaces, classrooms, galleries or museums for
viewing with little effort or expense. AR experiences could enable collaborative traveling exhibits just as Will Burtin’s original
walk-through models travelled the world.

Evolution
Design Content
Design research originated in the Cary Graphic Design Archive at RIT where the modular exhibit panels are safely stored in
boxes and held in climate-controlled vaults. The physical exhibit contains forty-one, 24 x 24 x 1-inch panels and includes exhibit
floorplan sketches, all of which were separately photographed with an iPad for quick reference. The panels were later
photographed in high resolution and formatted as digital TIF files for the 3D exhibit model.

Augmented Form
The Microsoft HoloLens platform was selected to test the thesis statement due to its ability to provide: reliability, relative
stability, and the chance to study an innovative technology. It was also a platform with which this author was familiar and
functionally proficient.
The initial thesis statement changed and evolved over time due to technical and software application challenges that
frequently required painstaking troubleshooting, further ideation, rebuilding and recoding prototypes from scratch.
The design and technical development of this thesis required multiple software applications: Adobe Photoshop CC
2018 (www.adobe.com/products/photoshop.html), Autodesk Maya 2018 (autodesk.com), Unity (unity3d.com), Microsoft Visual
Studio Community 2015 (visualstudio.microsoft.com), and Microsoft Windows OS (microsoft.com/en-us). The workflow from
initial app design to app deployment required four design phases requiring continual assessment and revision in order to result in
a functional prototype.

Methodological Design
Methodology for designing this augmented experience: technology, originating in a graduate level tangible media class; design

content, derived from the Will Burtin AIGA exhibit requiring critical thinking during a graduate level independent study that
focused on Burtin and The Communication of Knowledge exhibit panels. This became the foundation for the thesis statement.
The original exhibit floor plan was studied extensively preceding the development of a 3D digital model, first as a
mini-scale prototype built in SketchUp (sketchup.com), and later as a full-scale 3D digital model in Maya. Twelve-five prototype
apps were designed, built, and tested during development phases. Early iterations served as exploratory prototypes for
experimentation and to resolve technical challenges. Refined prototypes were based on preceding versions.

Design Ideation
The initial thesis statement was adjusted numerous times due to a series of unforeseen situations throughout the workflow
process. The original thesis included formally evaluating and analyzing the educational benefits of AR but was ultimately
deemed to be better addressed in future research and development studies. Interactive features such as gesture, sub-layers of
contextual information, and interactive audio were not feasible to resolve in the scope of this thesis work due to significant
technical challenges. However, they could be integrated into future prototype development.

Challenges
Augmented Form
AR provided unique opportunities to investigate, determine and design experiences with cutting-edge technology. This author
experienced technical challenges that current and future designers are likely to confront with rapidly developing technologies:
endless software updates and revisions, software conflicts, and unpredictable AR platform company buyouts and mergers.
Technological challenges persisted throughout the development process requiring prototypes to be entirely rebuilt.
Several months of technical research, development, and testing produced the first successful prototype app; however, it was
another six months before a fully functional version would be successfully deployed.
Revised and updated applications from Unity and Visual Studios often conflicted with each other and led to timeconsuming work-around resolutions. Conflicts often persisted within a single software application. This was the situation
between Unity and Visual Studio. Microsoft updated their operating system on this author’s computer without prior warning,
which resulted in a multitude of challenges.
Following prolonged periods of software battles, this author found the precise mixture of application versions that
produced a fully functional app design workflow that was reiterated perfectly numerous times. HoloLens physical device
challenges weighed in when internal electronic components overheated and caused the visor seal to separate from the main
housing. The Microsoft HoloLens Development Edition is subject to numerous technical situations, and unfortunately no refunds,
warranties, repairs or guarantees are provided by the company.
This thesis revealed abundant design and technical challenges that affected the progression of work that inevitably
altered or abandoned planned outcomes. Continuous software upgrades among different applications and version conflicts within
a single software application resulted in time consuming and undue trouble-shooting challenges. Though some issues were
resolved, other problems could not be resolved.

Body of Work
Design Content
This body of work offered an insight to the application of AR for potential future access to archival content. There are several
scenarios where research and development findings can be recognized. The design and implementation process can be applied to
many graphic design collections in the Cary Graphic Design Archive, museums, art galleries, art and design installations, future
interactive archives, as well as classroom settings for individual and group experiential learning, remote research, and learning
anywhere, anytime.

Augmented Form
Testing and validation of preliminary designs was performed for each test prototype iteration. Comprehensive observations
produced data on the intensity and quality of light, light balance, physical locations, image color reproduction quality and clarity,
degree of visual shimmering, limited field of view concerns, and spatial mapping.
The final prototype app experience permits the user to observe panels close-up or from a distance, and can be viewed
from different perspectives; above, below or at any angle without the visualization warping, blurring or skewing. Text and
imagery for each modular panel is crisp, legible and readable. When a user wears the headset and activates the app, their height is
calibrated so that the program can adjust the visualization so that it is not too high or too low.
In addition to the thesis statement, users will be exposed to a cutting-edge technology that will shape the future of
design and offer boundless opportunities for the conception and development of new learning methods in an augmented
environment, where comprehension, memory retention and accelerated learning can evolve. Future functionality considerations
could include: sub-layers of contextual information, interactive audio, distinct spatial sound activation, and individual panel
interactivity. The virtual realm is a vast expanse where learning has great potential to flourish, learning objectives can be
designed, evaluated, and analyzed, and where collaborative environments can be generated through wearable technology.

Evaluation and Discussion
Design Content
“This thesis is arguably the first time seminal archival design materials have been shaped using state-of-the-art digital technology
in a realistic digital recreation. By presenting the unique career design contributions of Will Burtin, especially the interpretive
scientific display exhibits for The Upjohn Company, this thesis outcome provides the viewer with an opportunity of going back
in time to experience The Communication of Knowledge exhibit.” (Remington, 2018)

Augmented Form-Testing
Test participants possessed either some or no prior knowledge of augmented technology. After engaging with the Burtin exhibit
via the HoloLens app, participants made the following observations; “Wow! It was a new sensory experience to behold.”,
“The experience in itself was very immersive, being able to physically walk around a simulated environment was out of this
world.”, “It was clearly based on the environment signage where to start and how to proceed navigating through the exhibit.”,
“Image quality and execution was very clear, I could walk right up to a picture as in ‘real life’ and the image retained its
crispness.”, “The way the device gauges my height and in turn rendered the scene at eye-level was really interesting. It provided a
realistic portrait.”, “I can see having so many uses in so many different industries; architecture, education, museums, etc.”,
“Having someone there to assist was necessary in terms of using the equipment and providing a tutorial of the application.”,
“I think having sound associated with the exhibit in the form of a voice-over narrative or location-based contextual information
would have made it even more immersive.”
A few testers experienced minor discomfort while wearing the device after 10 –15 minutes. At the time of this writing
the HoloLens was still a developer edition kit and not a consumer product. Several testers remarked that the visual experience
was more effective in low light level conditions which varied in some test sites. Optimum balance between low and medium light
produces stronger visualizations. Holograms are projected onto the internal viewing screen of the visor and the image is rendered
based on light levels. A series of light source and quantity tests found that an over-abundance of light impeded optimum viewing
which faded sections of the visualization into the real-world environment.
The HoloLens Developer Edition Kit was subject to technology and structural challenges. The device frequently overheated in a relatively short period of time. Internal heat build-up resulted in the expansion of the physical device, warping the
clear plastic visor which retracted from the main headset compartment. The excessive heat misaligned the correct positioning of
the two internal cameras and generated visible light prisms and apparitions inside the entire visor. The first method to keep the
device fused used duct tape as a temporary remedy. Ultimately, a strong silicone-based compound was used to halt further
expansion, but this remedy impeded optimal viewing.

The Past Becomes the Future
This thesis demonstrates a viable method for enriching archival experiences (see appendix). There are multiple benefits;
enhanced artifact accessibility, dynamic historical awareness and understanding, and the potential for innovative learning
approaches to increase comprehension levels, foster memory retention, and accelerate learning. The unique union of design
content and augmented technology provides significant potential for future applications. An augmented environment can offer
designers access to an inestimable realm of design solutions for the communication of information. Extensive research is
imperative in order to develop and design from clearly defined and historical references.

The importance of this thesis was acknowledged in RIT’s Research at RIT magazine in an article entitled, RIT’s

Archives Play Key Role in Research. The article states, “to demonstrate how design research can be virtual and interactive,
even when reaching back across nearly five decades, John Koegel, a graduate student in Computer Graphic Design is producing
an augmented reality presentation for his thesis that recreates Burtin’s pioneering The Communication of Knowledge exhibit.”
(https://www.rit.edu/research/sites/rit.edu.research/files/research-magazines/RIT-Research-Magazine-Spring-Summer-2018.pdf)
The Communication of Knowledge exhibit should be experienced in physical and augmented forms to fully appreciate
the importance of this thesis work and Will Burtin’s legacy. In order to be a successful graphic designer or educator in any field,
one must look to the past, assess the present and analyze the future. Archival content can be a foundation for contemporary
design solutions. The Cary Graphic Design Archive provides a plethora of successful and innovative design that can build
foundations to foster future communication design solutions. Centuries of design information is available for the designer to
research and explore. The designer can create solutions for today’s issues and future situations in the field of design. AR has the
potential to reveal a world of accessible design knowledge, experiences, and fundamentals for resolving current and future world
challenges. AR offers the ability to connect user and content on a grand scale, a sort of infinite repository of information. The
virtual realm can offer a platform for global mass communication.
AR is a relevant technology that provides infinite potential for activating archival content by means of accessibility
through dynamic user-centered experiences which enlightens, educates, and invokes critical thinking within a virtual realm.
Will Burtin stated more than 50 years ago that, “Like other forms of mass influence, exhibitions are connected with the
constant development of human society, the pace of which has greatly accelerated as a result of the scientific revolution. More
people now have more power of reaching more other people over greater distances and in a shorter time than ever before.”
(Burtin, 1969). Burtin had anticipated design principles that apply to the current digital revolution that will continue to
dramatically shape the future of the world. His ability to translate scientific and military information into a simplified textual and
visual form is appreciated and practiced by this author. While not translating the kinds of information that Burtin was noted for,
the same principles and responsibilities of graphic design have vastly influenced this author’s professional career.
“There is a constant need for methods of communication and devices which compose the formidable accumulation of
science and life into units which can be quickly understood and more quickly remembered more easily than reality itself.
Within this dimension (fourth dimension) not just an optical-auditory, but a total physical experiencing process takes place. There
is little doubt that the acquisition of knowledge, called learning, by a viewer can evolve through three-dimensional structure on so
many sensory levels and contact points, occurring in real space and organized depth.” (Burtin, 1967)
“Three-dimensional thinking and communication are critical during this era of increasingly complex data. HoloLens
has the potential to transform scientific thinking, analysis, and communication by seamlessly integrating the virtual and the
physical world.” (Hoffman, 2016)

“This project is a demonstration of how RIT’s unique and significant archival design collections can offer substantive
content for new and meaningful interpretations. We applaud John’s vision and achievement in this thesis. It is a model for what
we hope for in future with the Vignelli Center’s Design Studies initiative.” (Remington, 2017)
Will Burtin designed many extensive communication exhibits; the human cell, the brain, and metabolism and more.
These were used by The Upjohn Company at events such as the annual meetings of the American Medical Association. The
purpose of the exhibits was primarily to help the viewer understand complex anatomical structures and processes. Burtin, in his
time, was applying advanced materials and processes to realize the exhibits. This thesis represents how this author/designer has
utilized augmented reality, a medium of the present time. Burtin pushed the frontiers of communication in his era and now this
project extends the communication of the present into the future.
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Appendix

The Communication of Knowledge, 1971
AIGA Exhibit, 3rd Avenue, New York City
Unknown Photographer
Courtesy of Cary Graphic Design Archive
Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester New York

The Communication of Knowledge, 2018
Augmented Reality Exhibit, Sound Stage, Rochester Institute of Technology
Photograph taken by this author with Microsoft HoloLens

“Being able to view recreations of design work that hasn’t been seen in decades
is an extremely compelling argument for the adoption of augmented reality technology.”
RIT student, Connor Dudarchik
Photographs taken by this author

